New Mexico Mano a Mano Presents:

NBOPBNBOP

INTERPRETING IN
SPANISH-INFLUENCED SETTINGS

A two-day event aimed to tackle the intricacies of working in a Spanish-influenced setting; focusing on
consumer assessment, sight translation strategies, and consecutive and simultaneous Spanish-ASL
interpreting practice. Participants will learn how to:
• Describe the importance of becoming familiar with context, educational background, and
experiences of the Deaf consumer that will impact the choices made in the interpretation.
• List at least 5 strategies used to effective identify Deaf consumers’ language used.
• Ask questions to determine Latino consumers’ background.
• Provide accurate sight translations with and without time constraints.
• Identify which assignments are more prone to sight translations.
• Demonstrate the difference between split-attention, short-term memory, and information
organization skills.
This workshop is for working trilingual interpreters, ASL/English interpreters, Deaf interpreters as
well as students of the profession. We also invite a variety of stakeholders and members of the Deaf
community in order to have comprehensive representation of our local community.

Look up our event on Eventbrite for registration
information.
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Early Bird Registration: $45
(Before July 11th, 2016)
Regular Registration: $60

1.0
CEUs
offered

New Mexico Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (NMRID) is an approved RID
CMP sponsor for continuing education activities. This Specialization Studies
program is offered for 1.0 CEU at the “Some Content Knowledge” level.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
AUGUST 5TH 2016, 6-9PM
AUGUST 6TH 2016, 9-4PM

Memorial Medical Center
2450 S. Telshor Blvd.
Las Cruces, NM 88011

New Mexico Mano a Mano is committed to ensuring that all its events are accessible to all consumers by making the necessary accommodations.
Please notify us at nm.manoamano@gmail.com if there are any accommodations needed to facilitate your full participation in our "Interpreting in
Spanish-influenced Settings" workshop.
In accordance with Federal civil rights law, New Mexico Mano a Mano, it's members, affiliates, and event participants are prohibited from
discriminating based on race, color, national origin, religion, sex, gender identity (including gender expression), sexual orientation, disability,
age, marital status, family/parental status, income derived from a public assistance program, political beliefs, or reprisal or retaliation for prior
civil rights activity, in any program or activity conducted by New Mexico Mano a Mano.
New Mexico Mano a Mano believes in providing an equitable and just learning environment based on mutual respect and justice for all peoples,
free from any form of discrimination or bias. In order to foster an environment of optimal learning, we ask people to bring an open mind, words or
encouragement, and a heart of community as we explore topics and have discussions that pertain to all members of our communities.
Cancellation policy: Partial refunds will be available until July 22nd, 2016 via refund requests sent through Eventbrite.com. We will process your
refund, if approved, 5 days after the event has ended. After July 22nd, 2016, we will not be accepting any more requests. Thank you for your support.

